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Extramural Research And Development Approach (ERADA) 

Dean’s Office, Faculty of Medicine (FM) 

American University of Beirut (AUB)  

 

ERADA provides the below services in coordination with the Office of Grants and 
Contracts (OGC) to promote, support and administer sponsored research awards across 
FM 

 

1. Capacity building 

a) Organize workshops and training sessions on proposal development for faculty members and staff 
in coordination and collaboration with OGC and other entities at AUB that provide capacity 
building in proposal development. 

b) Organize seminars where accomplished investigators share their expertise with those who need 
support in developing their research and grant writing abilities. 

2. Coordinate with other relevant university entities  

c) Work closely with OGC to ensure all requirements of the funding agency are met, the budget is 
aligned with the requirements and to submit the proposal in a timely manner.  

d) Coordinate with other research funding units at AUB when developing multi-disciplinary or cross-
sectoral research grant proposals. 

3. Strengthen the link with funders and collaborators 
e) Establish relationships and networks with external funding agencies (pharmaceuticals, NGOs, and 

research funding institutions) to promote FM faculty research and solicit funding opportunities, 
and grant proposals  
▪ Identify key faculty members that have secured extramural grants and/or have good 

relationships with external funders  
▪ Assess the already existing collaborations and expand on them 
▪ Bring faculty members together for a potential collaboration and approach the funders we 

identified  

f) Encourage faculty members to connect with and build long term relationships with external 
funders  

g) Encourage faculty members to connect with potential collaborators outside FM, AUB, and 
Lebanon 

4. Pre-award support 
h) Identify Funding Opportunities for development funds and research funding 

▪ Assist faculty members in identifying funding opportunities relating to a specific research 
topic of interest by setting up accounts and automatic alerts on portals for research funding 
opportunities 

▪ Identify research funding opportunities using a wide range of databases and other sources 
relevant to the key research areas of faculty members and research units and disseminate 
them directly and through posting on a dedicated webpage 

▪ Attend funding conferences and report back on potential opportunities 

i) Support and/or coordinate with investigators, upon request, in preparation of grants and ensure 
compliance with institutional policies as communicated by OGC 
▪ Review eligibility 
▪ Assemble administrative sections of grant proposal applications (e.g., justification, 
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biographical sketch, letters of support, etc.) 
▪ Support the development of proposal budgets to ensure they are accurate, realistic and 

allowable by the sponsor, as well as in line with AUB’s OGC regulations 
▪ Coordinate an internal peer review process (involving local experts) of grant applications 

ahead of submission as needed (e.g., if requested by applicants).  
▪ Proofread proposals for format and compliance with sponsor and institutional policies  
▪ Support the internal proposal review and ensure needed approvals in a timely fashion 

j) Identify and build collaborative research teams to apply for large grant opportunities (Individual or 
thematic research focus) and ensure proper collaboration  

k) Ensure timely submission of the internal proposal package to OGC  

5. Post-award support 

l) Provide updates regarding approved FM grants on social media platforms (MPP, and other 
external grants in coordination with OGC) 

m) Work with the awards’ winning faculty and research entities to develop news stories on significant 
grants highlighting the impact of implementing their project 

 

Resources 
1. Clinical Research Institute (CRI), IRB, OGC, SHARP program, successful groups in research especially 

clinical groups 

2. Research Core Facilities 
▪ Centers of Excellence 
▪ Animal facility 
▪ Core Labs 

3. Patient cohort databases 
▪ Existing 
▪ New 


